Beyond Semantic Wikis Using Social Network
combining semantic wikis and controlled natural language - combining semantic wikis and controlled
natural language tobias kuhn department of informatics university of zurich, switzerland tkuhn@iﬁh abstract
we demonstrate acewiki that is a semantic wiki using the controlled natural language attempto controlled
english (ace). the goal is to enable easy creation and modi cation of ontologies ... semantic wikis researchgate - semantic wikis being an extension of normal wikis, there is obviously a large overlap of
application areas. beyond normal wikis, however, semantic wikis can – by using explicit learning with
semantic wikis - ceur-ws - 3 learning with semantic wikis in this section, we characterise the potential and
relevance of traditional and semantic wikis in learning environments. furthermore we aim to give a short
overview about the possibilities and advantages of wikis in practical use. the use of wikis in learning
environments has only recently attracted attention and ideas and improvements for semantic wikis - cow,
combining ontologies with wikis1, is a novel approach to build a semantic wiki, by bringing together two
diﬀerent concepts: easy content evolution with the help of wikis, and formal knowledge representation using
ontologies. we use the kaon tool suite [2] as back-end for an ontology editor and a query processor; a
guillermo perasso. a case for frbr and semantic wikis in ... - wikis allow users to collaboratively create
and maintain content. as a new platform for wiki sites, semantic wikis provide additional means to annotate
the content to add structure. these semantic wiki sites are experiencing an enormous increase in popularity
because structured data is more usable and thus more valuable than unstructured data. kiwi { a platform
for semantic social software - abstract. semantic wikis have demonstrated the power of combining wikis
with semantic web technology. the kiwi system goes beyond se-mantic wikis by providing a exible and
adaptable platform for ... designing collaborative e-learning environments based upon ... - designing
collaborative e-learning environments based upon semantic wiki: from design models to application scenarios.
... designing collaborative e-learning environments based upon semantic wiki: ... given by the strong linking
between pages – accessible to machines beyond mere navigation. semantic wikis are structured, smart and
accessible ... lncs 4011 - ideas and improvements for semantic wikis - ideas and improvements for
semantic wikis 651 this paper is structured as follows. in the beginning, we give an overview on semantic wikis
developed so far. then we present cow’s architecture, and how ontology editing works in the application, with
special focus on problems that may occur during simultaneous editing. next, we introduce cow ... explaining
semantic web applications - stanford university - semantic web technologies that support wiki content
annotation that goes beyond simple structured text and untyped hyperlinks. semantic wikis provide the ability
to represent metadata about content, term meanings, and inter-relationships. provenance support is typically
somewhat limited, in both ordinary wikis and in semantic wikis, to keeping supporting researchers with a
semantic literature ... - supporting researchers with a semantic literature management wiki 5 to provide for
a semantic representation of a publication, semantic markup needs to be created (manually or automatically)
and entered into a repository. to support the semantic representation, we selected a semantic wiki engine, as
it can imapping wikis— towards a graphical environment for ... - towards a graphical environment for
semantic knowledge management heiko haller, felix kugel, max v¨olkel ... using wikis to also author formal
(semantic) knowledge structures seems a promising approach. however for these semantic technologies to be
widely used, it is crucial ... niques and go beyond them. it is meant to support easy informal ... is wiki an
effective platform for group course work? - is wiki an effective platform for group course work? irina
elgort, alastair g smith and janet toland victoria university of wellington this study reports on students’ and
lecturers’ perceptions of using wikis as a platform for conducting assessed group projects in two postgraduate
master’s level university courses. lncs 7295 - from web 1.0 to social semantic web: lessons ... - beyond
the already-citedmesh, many controlledvocabularieshavebeen used ... uation by using semantic relations and
modiﬁers. it is interesting to note that mesh, icd-10, snomed and other ontologies such as galen are integrated
in ... by using dbpedia [7]. wikis and semantic wikis: the migration process. traditionalwikis are wiki-i: a
semantic wiki to support the ideas development ... - ideas development and knowledge sharing in
innovation activities. ... management and become semantic wikis. ―semantic wiki‖ systems aim to combine
―traditional‖ wiki systems with semantic technology. this combination bears much ... beyond mere navigation.
wiki-i manages annotations in its
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